Improving the science of health informatics by using validated instruments and outcome measures.
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Abstract Health informatics does not have well-established instruments and outcome variables to measure efficacy and effectiveness. We report on a structured literature review of measurement practice in the evaluation of clinical decision support systems. A series of brief presentations introduces a workshop session about how to influence methodological practice in the field. We aim to elicit and elaborate suggestions for how to achieve the validation of at least a core set of health informatics measures.
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Introduction

Healthcare has well-established instruments and outcome variables to measure efficacy and effectiveness. Health informatics does not. The field “does not have a well-established tradition of ‘variables worth measuring’ or proven instruments for measuring them” [1]. Without a well-known and well-used catalogue of validated measurement outcomes and instruments, health informatics studies will re-invent methods, systematic reviews and meta-analyses will be highly problematic and the evidence base in the field will continue to be weak [2–4].

We have recently completed a structured literature review of measurement practice in the evaluation of clinical decision support systems (CDSS) [5], updating an earlier review [6]. We found minimal evidence of validated outcomes used in CDSS studies apart from existing clinical variables. We conclude that the science of health informatics remains immature, at least in the sector we examined. We propose that an initiative is required to motivate the validation of a range of health informatics measures so that findings can reliably inform policy and service planning.

\footnote{1 Corresponding Author: Dr Philip J. Scott; E-mail: Philip.scott@port.ac.uk. Centre for Healthcare Modelling and Informatics, University of Portsmouth, Buckingham Building, Portsmouth PO1 3HE.}
The EFMI Working Group on the Assessment of Health Information Systems and the IMIA Working Group on Technology Assessment and Quality Development have done much to progress Evidence-Based Health Informatics [7], in particular through the publication of guidelines for good evaluation practice [8] and good reporting practice [9]. Whereas these guidelines have addressed issues of overall study design, planning, execution and reporting, our narrower focus is on the scientific validity of the instruments and outcome variables used.

1. Aim of the discussion

The purpose of the workshop is to have a fruitful exchange of ideas about how to influence methodological practice in the field, determine the next steps in our research of this topic and build a collaborative network of interested parties.

We wish to engage with a mixed audience interested in advancing the scientific maturity of health informatics. We welcome the active participation of evaluators, methodologists, journal editors, clinicians, technology suppliers, policy makers and others in this workshop.

2. Contribution from each speaker

The opening two speakers (PS, AB) will introduce the aims, methods and conclusions of the structured literature review of measurement practice in CDSS evaluation. Audience discussion will be encouraged to offer critical assessment of the findings.

CF will discuss how educational programs in informatics could be structured to better prepare future researchers to conduct studies using more rigorous measurement methods. JW will present the case for theory-based research in health informatics. AG and EE will offer their perspectives on progress in health informatics science, barriers to change, opportunities to improve and how to involve funders, industry and other stakeholder groups.

A facilitated workshop discussion will address limitations of our study, how to identify instruments and outcomes in other sectors of health informatics, how to raise awareness, how to widen active international collaboration and how to motivate significant change in practice.

3. Expected results

The desired outcome is a raised awareness of measurement issues in health informatics.

We aim to elicit and elaborate suggestions for how to achieve the validation of at least a core set of health informatics measures.
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